
REPUBLIC OF KENYA
IN THE TAX APPEALS TRIBUNAL

TAX APPEAL NO.ll OF 2016

PWANI OIL PRODUCTS L1MITED APPELLANT

=VERSUS=

COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS SERVICES RESPONDENT

JUDGEMENT

BACKGROUND

1. The Appellant is a limited liability company incorporated under the

Companies Act Cap ~86 of the laws of Kenya. It is in the business of

importing, refining and or processing edible oils for both the local and

export market

2. The Respondent, Commissioner for Customs Services, is an office
<

which is established undeT Section 3 of the Kenya Revenue Authority
i:!'

Act, Cap 469 Laws of Kenya and is empowered by Section 5 of the

same Act to assess and collect tax revenue for the Government of the

Republic of Kenya and to administer the various tax laws

3. During the years 2012 and 2013, the Appellant applied for and was

granted Tax Remission for Export Office (TREO) for Value Added Tax

(VAT) in respect of crude palm oil products imported for the

manufacture of finished products for export outside the Country. The

designated finished products for purposes of the remissions were fully
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refined vegetable oils and or fats, soap noodles, sodium Palmitate,

laundry barsoap and Glycerine.

4. The said grant given to the Appellant was conditional on the

Appellant duly executing a security bond for the due performance of

obligations under the remission scheme being the requirement that the

Appellant utilizes the raw materials imported for manufacture of

goods for export. The purpose of the ecurity bond was to enable the

Respondent recover any taxes arisi rom the Appellant's failure to

abide by the conditions for re .

5. Accordingly, the Appellan several security bonds for

the due performance of the obligation

finished pro The security bonds

Kenya through the

e and payable in the event the

ired by the said remission.

6. under TREO to submit to the

eports showing how the imported raw

materials u er the remission scheme had been utilized. Therefore, the

under the remission scheme is very elaborate and

s eps taken by both the Appellant and the

Respondent in order to ensure due compliance with the law.

7. The Appellant was picked for reconciliation of its TREO exports after

the Respondent's Busia Customs office discovered that it had declared

exports through the border yet no export from the Appellant had

been processed through the station for the period in dispute. This act
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prompted the Respondent to extend its reconciliation to its other

customs stations.

8. In exercise of its mandate in accordance with Section 30 of the VAT

Act Cap 476(repealed), the Respondent conducted an investigation

audit on the Appellant and subsequently on the 1stof October 2014

and 15thof October 2014 issued a demand for payment of additional

taxes amounting to Kshs.144, 941,58 ~0 comprising of Vat, Import

Declaration Fees (IDF), Penalty nterest on the basis that the

Appellant did not deal with materials imported under the

remission scheme as requir

9. The Appellant being aggrieved and dissa with the decision of the

Respondent, wr to the Respondent vid ters of 31stOctober

2014 and 11thNo of the said decision.

Respondent with additional

10. the Respondent rejected the

e Appellant's request for review on the

supported by certificates of exports and

therefore goods did not exit the country and

demanded of additional taxes amounting to

Kshs.134,883,572.00.

11. Being dissatisfied by the said demand, the Appellant gave its intention

to appeal, lodged its Notice of Appeal, Memorandum of Appeal and

Statement of Facts on 23rd December 2014. The Appellant

subsequently filed supplementary documents on 4th March 2016 and

22nd April 2016.
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THE APPEAL

12. The Appellant relied on various grounds, which can be summarized as

follows;

i) That the Respondent erred in law by holding that only exports

supported by certificates of export would be considered as duly

exported yet that was not a requirement in the law.

ii) That the Respondent erred in fi . g that the Appellant failed to

deal with the raw materi ported under the TREO in

iii) That the Responde

documents produced by the Appel

other forms of

iv) at the Appellant did

notwithstanding the overwhelming

exported the goods.

13. diverse dates, the Appellant relied on its

submissions together with the documents filed with the

14. The Appellant ca rized the export documents in dispute into four

(4) categories, namely;

i) Those supported with export documents as those on pages 300

and 301 on its documents marked as BK1together with those on

page 202 of its bundle marked as BK2

ii) Those with documents having exist documents only such as

those on pages 89 of bundle BK1and 36 of bundle BK2
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iii) Those with exit reports prepared and approved by the

Respondent as those on pages 156 and 157 of bundle BKl

iv) Those with no export supporting documents as those on pages

52, 53, 54, 56 of bundle BKl

15. The Appellant thereafter filed its written submissions dated 21st April

2017 where it reiterated what it had orally submitted. The Appellant's

contention was that the Respond erred in holding that the

Appellant did not submit all the sary documents as required by

law to support its assertion xported the goods outside the

country.

16. In addition the Appellant submitted th is not true that the only

document that c rove that an export too was a certificate of

export. It documents that are

ndent, which can be used to

17. manufacturing finished products and duly

destinations outside the country in

was indeed issued with documents

evidencing th

18. Furthermore, the ellant argued that the Respondent had admitted

during the oral submissions that the system it used known as the Simba

system had various weaknesses and is wanting to some extent. In this

regard, the Appellant referred to an entry Number 2913/MSA/403069

wherein the Respondent alleged that the Appellant's truck could not

leave Mombasa and reach Kampala on the same day, notwithstanding

that it's the Respondent's officers who later updated the Simba system.
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This it argued showed that the said system would take days or weeks

to update which fact was demonstrated when the Respondent

admitted to the long period it takes to prepare and issue a certificate

of export.

19. In the written submission, the Appellant stated that it had gone out of

its way to amicably resolve this dispute with the Respondent by

tendering other documents such as bi f ladings, delivery reports to

the client being exported to and p. nts received for the exports, all

in vain.

20. on the South African case of

Metcash trading Limited v The Cornmlssi er for the South African

Revenue Service. Another, Constitutiona of Africa Case CCT

3/2000 where Kne ined the nitty-grit v of VAT as follows:

.~ special feature 0 ort. VAT is payable only on

ult output tax is not payable

d. In the arcane language of the Act, they

merchant who buys and sells goods in

some goods that are exported does the

by adding up all input taxes for deduction from

taxes but, in calculating the latter, includes no

output tax on the value of exports. No output tax is payable on the

exported goods but a full credit is given for the input tax. This

exemption, which aims at promoting exports and enhancing their

competitiveness in the world market, holds self-evident benefits for

export-oriented vendors"
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21. It was the submission of the Appellant that it's right to demand a

refund in accordance with the law should be upheld as it has clearly

demonstrated both in its written submission and oral evidence that the

said goods left the country as evidenced by the bundle of documents

filed with the Tribunal.

RESPON DENT9S CASE

22. The Respondent

Appellant's export entries

argued that raw material

and exported within one year or as per

failed to do the s

23. The Respondent s

duty re

ppeal is unsustainable as the

orted by forged documents. It

. er TREO must be processed

hority and the Appellant

against abuse of the

ost clearance audit on all the

e, including the Appellant.

Appellant did not export its goods and as

t the assessment was based on export

o it by the Appellant in respect of various exit

border stations. audit revealed that entries existed in its system

but the actual exports did not take place. It stated that the documents

presented by the Appellant in response to the demand had rotational

numbers and endorsements of the said documents confirming export.

However on checking the relevant exit registers, the same were found

to belong to other companies who exported their goods through the

same border stations. Therefore it argued that the Appellant's
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documents, being rotational numbers, stamps and signatures thereon

were all found to be forgeries.

25. On the argument by the Appellant that it produced certificates of

export and export entries, the Respondent stated that a certificate of

export is only one among other documents as evidence of

exportation. Similarly an export entry is not proof that exportation

took place. It remains a declaration ,il physical exit of goods take

place and is recorded.

26. On the issue of bond cancellati Respondent submitted that the

same is not evidence of exp0rt an er that the cancellation was

irregularly obtained by the Appellant. It

Section 109 offh s Management Act

2004 (EACCMA)o r law does not discharge a person who

obligations unless with the

Appellant still remains liable

, stated that the current tax collection

on a system of self-assessment which therefore relies

heavily on ull disclosure of taxpayers while making tax

declarations. Con ~/ uently, the Respondent will verify compliance

through its routine inspections and audits in the normal course of us

work. In this instance it carried out its post audit clearance using the

information and documents supplied by the Appellant.

28. The Respondent further stated that Sections 235 and 236 of EACCMA

empowered it to carry out Post Clearance Audit against the

Appellant's import and export declarations through verifying the
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accuracy of the entry and exit of goods and thereby investigate

whether it had made correct declarations and paid the necessary taxes

found due.

29. During the proceedings, the Respondent used an on-line system to

demonstrate to the Tribunal how the documents filed by the

Appellant were not supported by documents recognized by it. Further

the Respondent used the same form f grouping the documents as

stated above, to emphasis its c to the foresaid categories of

entries.

30. The Respondent called 0 s Rosemary Bosire who is a

supervisor at the Respondent's entity.

Appellant's docum

legal threshold as se

schemes are supposec,
failure to whic

testimony that the

omitted to the Respondent did not meet the

II goods imported under the

within the foresaid allowed

xes are due unless extension is sought and

31. background of how the Tax Remission

for Export work stating that the scheme involves

reconciliation firm that all imports under the remission have

been utilized in manufacturing and exporting out of the country. It

averred that the reconciliation is done on the prima facie evidence of

documents submitted by a taxpayer, in this case, the Appellant.

32. The Respondent submitted that there were four categories of the

relevant entries which it classified as follows;
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1. Category 1: Entries which have no message or evidence of

processing

11. Category 2: Entries which have a loading report only and no

other evidence of processing by Respondent

111. Category 3: Entries which have no loading report, no

message or any other evidence of processing except a

certificate of export (CDE)

IV. Category 4: All other entri hich have rotation numbers or

33. The Respondent subrnlttec ed entries for category three

due to the availability of the CDE as req under Section 79G of the

Customs & Excis Cap 476 (now rep which are proof of

export, the same n filed by the Ap lant. Moreover the

ument is generated by it upon

the n together with supporting

the Respo t argued that Section 138 of EACCMA

tory duty 0 e Appellant to ensure and prove export

re-importation of the same goods, which the

o demonstrate. The same provides;

"38(1) Drawback of import dutymay on exportation or the

performance of such conditions as may be prescribed. be

allowed in respect of such goods. such amount. and on such

conditions. asmay be prescribed
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(2) where the owner of any goods claims. or proposes to claim.

drawback in respect of goods. then. as a condition to the grant

of such drawback. he or she shall-

(a) enter such goods in the prescribed form in the

prescribed form and in the prescribed manner and

produce such goods for examination by the proper officer

before the exportation of. .. goods or the performance of

declaration on the prescribed

e conditions under which

een fulfilled and. in the

ard any aircraft or

form to the

drawback may be allowed

case oods exported or put

ave actually been exported or

stores. as the casemay be;

uch goods have not been re-imported and

nded to be re-imported into the Partner

'Ii that such owner at the time of declaration of

n goods for drawback was. and continues to be.

entitled to drawback; and

(c) Present his or her claim for drawback within a period

of twelve months from the date of the exportation of the

goods or the performance of the conditions on which

drawback may be allowed"
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35. The Respondent also referred the Tribunal to the provision of Section

235 of the EACCMA which places the burden on the Appellant to

produce the documents that are required to evidence any customs

process, of which the Appellant failed in the first and second

categories herein. It states;

'The proper officer may, within five years of the date of

importation, exportation or transit. r manufactureof any goods,

require the owner of thegood ny person who is in possession

of any documentsrelating

(a) to produc zordsand documents relating

in any way to thegoods; an

o thegoods;

four, it is submission of the

nd second categories of entries

is liable to pay full taxes as

e that could support receipt of the goods

enya yet the onus to prove exportation

36. Apart

37. . iterated that the Appellant in a meeting held on 3rd

itted documents in support of category 3 and

failed to give any satisfactory reasons as to why those for the other

categories were not availed. It further stated that the Appellant failed

to honor the order of the tribunal to submit all original files and or

documents for all the mentioned categories of entries.

38. Furthermore, the Respondent disputed the Appellant's argument that

the Simba System was faulty and instead alleged that it was incumbent
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upon the Appellant to utilize the system correctly for its own benefits,

to which it had failed to do and ought not blame the Respondent for

the said failure.

39. To buttress the foregoing argument, the Respondent quoted Section

73 of the EACCMA 2004 and Sections 62-64 of the Customs & Excise

Act Cap 472 which deal with entry of cargo for export and provide

that the Owner of the cargo must rer the cargo in the manner

prescribed, and furnish full particu a proper officer supported by

documentary evidence of the

40. by referring to

Section 88 of the EACCMAwhich provi

".... c/eara ~- is required before depa' f cargo to a foreign

hat no cargo shall depart from one port to

~ tificate of Clearance has been

41.
granted in respe.,&,

e Respondent's

der any of th

',ce, which tH

ument that it had given the Appellant a lee

lowing documents as proof of export to

failed in respect of categories one and

I. . Road Manifest

ii. A properly endorsed and stamped Export Entry

iii. A proper entry in the Rotation Register

iv. Verification Account endorsed by hand at the back of the

Road Manifest or Export Entry

v. An online message
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VI. A certificate of Export

vii. Certificate of Clearance

42. It was argued by the Respondent that with regard to the twenty-two

Entries under categories one and two, the Appellant failed to produce

any of the aforesaid documents to validate its allegation that export

took place.

43. Consequently, the Respondentttted that the Appellant is not

entitled to any refunds but i ught to pay the taxes due as a

result of non-exportation 0 as it has not tendered any

evidence to prove exportation.

adings, all documentation and

able view that the following

ISSUESFOR DETERMI

44.

~pellant exported the goods manufactured..
under: W x Remission for Export Office (TREO).

ot the Appellant is entitled to a VAT refund.

ANALYSISAND FINDINGS

45. The Tribunal having stated the issues for determination will now turn

to the same as hereunder;

Whether or not the Appellant exported the goods manufactured

under Tax Remission for Export Office (TREO)
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46. The undisputed fact herein discloses that sometimes in the years 2012

and 2013 the Appellant applied for and was granted remission (TREO

Remission) for VAT in respect of crude palm oil products imported for

the manufacture of finished products for export outside the Country.

The designated finished products for purposes of the remissions were

fully refined vegetable oils/fats, soap noodles, sodium palmitate,

laundry bar soap and glycerine. goods manufactured and

exported do not attract VAT as r aterials are imported duty free

under customs bond and there rted under customs supervision.

47. The Respondent submitte ' meeting of the parties on 3rd

May 2017 the Appellant provided the al files for inspection and

verification under category three. Conseq

agreeable to drop

sufficiently: supporte Respondent admitted that the

COE GQGument is gen e Appellant making proper

pporting proof of export. In view of the

Tribunal makes a finding that all the

, namely, Entries which have no loading

report, no e or any other evidence of processing except a

(COE) are hereby deemed as accepted by the

Respondent and any taxes under those categories are hereby vacated.

48. Similarly, the Tribunal notes that the Respondent in its Submissions

dated 4th May 2017 and filed on 8th May 2017 it clearly admitted that

for category four entries, namely, all other entries which have rotation

numbers or any other satisfactory evidence of exportation have been

cleared and it is not pursuing the taxes assessed in those categories.
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Consequently the Tribunal hereby makes a finding that the taxes under

those categories are hereby vacated.

49. The resultant effect is that the Tribunal will therefore delve into the

remaining two Categories of entries for its analysis in determining

whether the export took place or not.

50. The Tribunal notes that a CDE was a mandatory document as

envisaged in Section s and excise Act, Cap. 472,

repealed. Furthermore it agrees wit e Respondent's submission that

though it erated by the Respondent, the

Appellant was duty bount r it upon proof of export.

Moreover, the Appellant had plenty 0 e to apply for the same

considering that Appeal has been pendif

continued to engage and requested for

several to get more documents. The

y it could not procure the

nce of exportation of its goods.

51. would not be automatically be generated

by the Res ndent's system. There must be an application supported

by proof of e ation. Therefore the Appellant failed to meet the

, In Section 235 of EACCMAto produce documents

that are required to evidence any customs process. Furthermore,

Section 138 of EACCMA places a mandatory duty on the Appellant to

ensure and prove export and confirm no re-importation of the same

goods. In the opinion of the Tribunal, the Appellant has failed to

demonstrate any of the said requirements in relation to the subject

goods.
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52. The Tribunal notes that it was the Appellant's duty to ensure that all

the laid down procedures were followed in order to have the security

bond cancelled as envisaged in the existing legislation in relation to

importation of raw materials under the TREO Scheme. The same

would then be processed and exported within one year or as per the

authority of the Respondent.

53. In the self-assessment tax regime, Appellant or its Agent was

obligated to feed into the syste tails of its exports, physically

present the goods to the nt at the various exit borders,

ensure that the export ent an ' st are duly stamped and the

vessel/vehicle carrying the roperly rotated. The

.s used to update the

online system, wythe Respondent.

t the system was weak or a

nnot update its system when

Iy information or on the basis of wrong

Furthermore the law is clear 0 the effect that the burden of proof lies

on the Appel s the one disputing the tax assessments to prove

that the same is ineorrect. Section 30 of the Tax Appeals Tribunal Act

provides as follows;

<Ina proceeding before the Tribunal, the Appellant has the burden

of proving-

a) where an Appeal relates to an assessment that the assessment is

excessive, or
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b) In any other case, that the tax decision should not have been

made or should have been made differently'

55. Similarly, Section 56(1) of the Tax Procedures Act, 2015 places the

burden of proof on the tax payer to show that the Respondent's

assessment is not correct. The said Section provides that;

'In any proceedings under this Part, the burden shall be on the

taxpayer to prove that a tax declsia. is incorrect'

56. The Appellant argued that the ResB ' ent cancelled the security bond

upon being satisfied that gOOQ factured under the scheme had

been exported out of the espondent on its part stated

that the cancellation of the security bon its own does not legalize

an illegal transact" . It was the Respondent s ment that the bond

hen it was done or

as the case in this matter. To

elied on Section 109 of the

ns of any bond have not been complied

r may by notice in writing require the

,as given security under it to pay to him or her the

security within fourteen days of the notice; and

on failure to comply with the notice, the Commissioner may

enforce payment of the security as though it were duty due and

unpaid

Therefore according to the Respondent, the Appellant thus

remains liable until and unless so discharged by the

Commissioner.
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57. In addition, the Tribunal will refer to Section 138 of EACCMA which

states;

(1) Drawback of import dutymay on exportation or the

performance of such conditions as may be prescribed, be

allowed in respect of such goods, such amount, and on such

conditions, asmay be prescribed.

(2) where the owner of any go claims,or proposes to claim,

drawback in respect of goo en, as a condition to the grant

of such drawback, he or

(a) enter sue e prescribed form in the

manner and

suchgoods for examin the proper officer

ation of the goods r the performance of

wback isallowed

eclaration on the prescribed

form to t. the conditions under which

e allowed have been fulfilled and, in the

ported or put on board any aircraftor

r useas stores-

that such goods have actually been exported or

put on board for useas stores, as the casemay be;

(Ii) that such goods have not been re-imported and

are not intended to be re-imported into the Partner

state;and
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(iii) that such owner at the time of declaration of

such goods for drawback was, and continues to be,

entitled to drawback; and

(c) Present his or her claim for drawback within a period of

twelve months from the date of the exportation of the goods or

the performance of the conditions on which drawback may be

allowed"

58. Having considered the above ns of law, the Tribunal notes

that the same places a mandat on the Appellant to ensure and

prove export and confir no re-importation of the

same goods, which failed to sufficiently

demonstrate.

59. The Tribunal e EACCMA which

roduce the documents that are

. The said Section states;

may, within five years of the date of

'on or transfer or manufacture of any

er of the goods or any person who is in

any documents relating to the goods-

duce all books, records and documents relating in

any way to the goods; and

(b) to answer any question in relation to the goods; and ••

60. It must also be noted that the Appellant in its written submissions

dated and filed on 21st April 2017, where it acknowledged that not all

entries were indeed verified to the set threshold. A perusal of Page 3

of the Appellant's written submission Clause 1.6 states;
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" the Tribunalqueried this and was indeed able to verify

that almost all the entriesin contention were in the system .... "

61. In addition, the Appellant's rejoinder dated and filed with the

Tribunal on 13th April 2017 under Clause 2 thereof admits that some

of the documents required to prove export of the goods could not be

submitted to the Respondent. The same states;

".... the Appellant had reques for an extension of time to

enable him to try and get d. ents from variousborderpoints

both in Kenya and th tion countries. Considering the

periods under dem ade to understand that the

documents that we are demandi ve mostly been archived

and tberetc the exerciseisproving t. ile.... "

63. It is time of these

uing the documents requested,

stimony that the Appellant's

s not able to satisfy the required threshold

to proving indeed its goods were exported as it

unal makes a finding that the Appellant

all that was imported under the TREO

to pay taxes based on the Respondent's demand

under the two categories in question.

64. In view of the foregoing, the Tribunal makes a finding that the

Appellant has failed to demonstrate to its satisfaction that it exported

the goods manufactured under the Tax Remission for Export Office.
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Whether or not the Appellant is entitled to a VAT refund

65. The Tribunal notes that any benefit emanating from diversion of

goods meant for export into the local market would be for the benefit

of the Appellant as it would be entitled to VAT refund. The Tribunal

will not allow the Appellant to benefit from an illegality as doing so

would be tantamount to aiding an illegality too. This therefore leaves

the Tribunal with no other alternativ t to find that the Appellant is

not entitled to a VAT refund.

66. Considering the above findings, the Trib

Orders;

i) The Appea

ii)

DECISIONOF THE TRIBUNAL

merit and is hereb dismissed.

20th November 2014

1st October 2014 and 15th

Id SUBJECT to the Respondent amending

its categorization of

a) 3: Entries which have no loading report, no

or any other evidence of processing except a

certificate of export.

b) Category 4: All other entries which have rotation numbers

or any other satisfactory evidence of exportation.

\
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iii) Each party to bear its costs.

DATED and DELIVEREDat NAIROBI this 26th Day of March. 2018.

In the presence of:
VINCENT MUTAHI & ALEX MURIUKI for Appellant

KEMUNTO OCHAKO for

............... ~. . .
JOSEPH WA HIURI

MEMBER
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